
 COMPENSATION
PLAN



Global Younity’s Compensation Plan,

We at Younity recognize there is a need for a compensation plan where anyone that puts their time, effort 
and hard work can allow you to achieve the lifestyle you want..

We have decided to make our plan for you in mind and made a compensation plan thats fair, lucrative and 
simple. 

We engineered a Hybrid plan combining the best compensation plans in the industry of home based busi-
nesses. Our plan quickly compensates you for introducing new a�liates to Younity’s products and opportuni-
ty but also allowing you to build a customer base that will give you a lucrative residual income to last a 
lifetime in exchanged with your continued hard work.

Welcome to...



JOIN
Options

USA There is a $49 dollar one time a�liate fee for becoming an a�liate with Global Younity. This one time fee 
doesn’t generate volume.
MEX: $19.00 One time a�liate fee.

To become an a�liate, you must pay the a�liate fee and then place a product order.

STARTER PACKAGES
All starter packages will generate Weekly Sales Volume (WSV).

STARTER PACKAGES PRICE PACKAGE CONTENT VOLUMEN AFFILIATE BENEFITS

Mini Pack

Basic pack

Premium Pack

Elite pack 

$199

$449

$899

140 WSV

300 WSV

Premium a�liate
benefits.

Elite a�liate benefits. 

 $99

60 WSV

30 WSV
Qualified a�liate
benefits.

Basic a�liate benefits.

Monthly Replenishment Order
All of the Monthly Replenishment order’s will generate PV (personal volume) or BV v(business 
volume) that will start from the second calendar purchase placed by a�liates or customers.

$69
Selected Products - 50 PV

$139
Selected Products- 100 PV

Mixed products or
 Youtravel booking engine.

Mixed products or
 Youtravel booking engine.

Mixed products or
 Youtravel booking engine.

Mixed products or
 Youtravel booking engine.

$100
Youtravel Site

100 QV - 50 PV



ACTIVE
Status

BINARY
Qualified

AND

There are two ways a Younity A�liate may maintain an Active status:

1.) Personal orders made through the A�liate’s back o�ce with a minimum order of 50PV within the 
corresponding month. 

2.) Customer orders made through the Younity’s A�liates Replicated Site to the sum of 50PV within the 
corresponding Month. 
If you go over the needed PV needed to have an Active status within the current month, the extra PV will spill 
over to your current pay leg. 

As you ascend in ranks, the required Personal Active PV will increase to 100 PV.

In order for an A�liate to be Binary qualified for binary pay out, the A�liate must have a Personal Active 
status of minimum 50 PV (or the required PV consumption based on their current rank) and have the 
following requirements met. 

 
1 personal Sponsored Active a�liate
on the Left Team with (100PV)

1 personal Sponsored Active a�liate
on the Right Team (100PV). 

 

AND

2 Personally sponsored active a�liates 
on the Left Team with 50PV each 
totaling (100PV)

2 Personally sponsored active a�liates 
on the Right Team with 50PV each 
totaling (100PV).

 

OR



RETAIL
Bonus

PREFERRED
Customer

Paid two weeks after the enrollment and/or the purchase of the product made by the retail customer.

Younity A�liates are able to send retail customers to their replicated site, from which all products will show the 
retail price. All Younity’s a�liate will be able to earn the difference between the wholesale price and the retail 
selling price.

In other words, lets say if a customer goes to your personal Replicated Site which is

 www.globalyounity.com/a�liateID

The customer can go to the “shop now” section, click “add to cart” the items they want, they will pay retail price 
for a product. So if the retail item is valued at $69, and the wholesale price is $50, the a�liate will earn the 
difference which is $19. Also, the PV value attached to the product will also be used to activate the a�liate or if 
already activated, it will go to the pay leg volume. 

Furthermore, an a�liate will be able to purchase the products at wholesale price and sell it directly to a 
customer at retail price earning the difference in the prices.

A�liates are encouraged to reference customers to their replicated site, as this will help them stay active. 

To be a  and get wholesale pricing, they will need to place sign up for our monthly fulfillment order. Each time a 
customer orders a product, the A�liate will receive 100% PV associated with that product. 

Any volume above what the required PV is needed to qualify for commissions at your current rank, will be sent to 
your lesser volume leg.
Example: You sent or enrolled three (3) customers to your replicated site being 
www.globalyounity.com/a�liateID and each customer purchases a $69 pack with 50 PV,  100 PV will go to your 
active status and the other 50 PV will go to your pay leg.



REPLENISHMENT
Order Bonus

FAST
Start Bonus

A�liates have a way to get their monthly replenishment order for free each month
(just paying tax and shipping).

When an a�liate has 4 active preferred customers buying at least 50PV, the a�liate will get 100PV of free 
product.

Paid two weeks after the enrollment and/or the sale of the package.

A�liates are able to earn up to  35% commission from the sale of starter packs to each new personally
sponsored a�liates.
There is no limit to how many a�liates you can sponsor nor to how many fast start bonuses you can earn.

YOUTRAVEL
Fast Start

YOUTRAVEL
Residual Volume

PACKAGES:
$99 mini  pack = $27 Dólares
$199 Basic or Exclusive pack = $69

$449 Premium or Luxury pack = $139
$899 Elite or Presidential pack = $279

Based on your travel membership level, you will earn a percentage 
of the savings your customers get from your Youtravel engine 
booking hotels or resort stays. For example, say a customer saves 
$600 dollars in your travel engine, you will earn a percentage based 
on the following way:

Basic or Exclusive pack = 20% = $120 dollars 

Premium or Luxury pack = 30% = $180 dollars

Elite or Presidential pack = 40% = $240 dollars.

Payout examples based on $600 dollars in customer savings.

30% of the customer savings will turn into comissionable volume 
that will be sent to your weaker leg and be paid based on your 
comissionable level. It will be paid when we receive the commis-
sion from our providers.



BINARY
Cycle Bonus

PACKAGES     VOLUME

720 WSV360 WSV
$150 Dllr Bonus per cycle

BINARY
Residual Comissions

Paid two weeks after the enrollment and/or the sale of the package.

Each time your team generates sales from starting packages on the following way: 720 WSV
(weekly sales volume) on the left or right sales team and 360 WSV on the other team , regardless  of which 
team has the greater or lesser volume; you will earn a commission Cycle of $150 and up to $50k per week 
cycle.

Binary Team Commissions and other monthly commissions are paid monthly on the 15th of the next calendar 
month.

Note: All first month order WSV counts towards Fast Start and Weekly cycle bonuses, and second month 
orders or monthly replenishment order BV count towards residual Binary Commissions. To maximize the com-
pensation plan, you should purchase a 100PV order. 

Paid every 15th of the following calendar month

Our Younity residual bonus is one of the most 
aggressive Binary plans in the industry.
When we build the binary payout, we decided to 
take out most of the qualifications that make it very 
hard for the average person to earn real income in a 
binary.  We know that the easier we make it for our 
a�liates to qualify and earn, the more lives we can 
change.  

With us, you don’t need to levitate or do nothing 
crazy that usually only few people can do, instead, 
we decided to allow our a�liates to maximize our 
plan in the most simple way possible.

We look at your strong leg volume and your pay leg 
volume and we pay you a percentage on your pay 
leg. Once that is paid out, unused volume is carried 
over to the following month. 

In other words, if you have 500 PV on the left side 
and 300 PV on the right side, and if you’re qualif-
ying for a 10% binary bonus, you would earn $30 
dollars.
 
In addition to this, our binary volume does NOT 
flush. But in order to have it accumulating for the 
next month, you must stay as an ACTIVE a�liate.

To qualify for Binary Team Commissions, you must 
have a minimum of 50BV (business volume) in 
personal volume, 100BV personally enrolled on 
your left leg, 100BV personally enrolled on your 
right leg, and a minimum of 200BV in your pay leg. 
At the end of the month, we look at your lesser leg 
and pay you a Binary Team Commission. If you do 
not have 200BV in your pay leg, your volume will 
rollover to the following month. 

$50 K 
PER WEEK

up to
$899
$449
$199
$99

300 WSV
140 WSV
60 WSV
30 WSV



Here are the ranks that show the residual paid at each rank.

Note: You may also qualify for any of this positions with the purchase of the corresponding starter pack and 
you may upgrade at anytime.

Residual cap of $250k per month per business center based on weaker leg.

A�liate

500 BV

1000 BV

2000 BV

5000 BV

10,000 BV

30,000 BV

50,000 BV

100,000 BV

150,000 BV

200,000 BV

500,000 BV

750,000 BV

1,000,000 BV

8% Binary Residual

0% Binary Residual

BINARY RESIDUALPAY LEG VOLUMERANKS

10% Binary Residual

12% Binary Residual

15% Binary Residual

15% Binary Residual

15% Binary Residual

Qualified A�liate

Basic Builder

Premium Builder

Elite Builder

Silver 

Gold

Pearl 

Rubi

Emmerald

Diamond

Blue Diamond

Black Diamond 

Ambassador 

Crown Ambassador

15% Binary Residual

15% Binary Residual

16% Binary Residual

17% Binary Residual

17% Binary Residual

18% Binary Residual

18% Binary Residual

20% Binary Residual

20,000 BV 15,000 BV

Pay leg GOLD RANK
15% of 15,000 BV

=  $2,250 USD

5,000 BV LEFT
ON STRONG LEG

Strong leg

A Basic pack will qualify you for 10% 
binary bonus unless you achieve a 

higher binary payout.

An Elite pack will qualify you for 
15% binary unless you achieve a 

higher binary payout.

A Premium pack will qualify you  for 
12% unless you achieve a higher 

binary payout.



Residual cap of $250k per month per business center based on weaker leg.

LEADERCHIP
Check Matching 

50% CHECK MATCH 
TOTAL = $19,000 

=$9,500monthly

Person A
$2,000

Person B
$5,000

Person C
$5,000

Person D
$4,000

Person E
$3,000

Our Leadership Check Matching bonuses is what truly separates our compensation plan from any other in the industry.

The matching check is paid based on 50% of the residual binary commissions every one of your personally sponsored reps - 
there’s no limit of how many of them you have.

In order to qualify to the %50 matching check the a�liate will need to actively qualify Elite builder status.

Paid every 15th of the following calendar month



We have one of the easiest qualifying car bonuses 
available in the industry for our a�liates.  Select the kind 
of car you want, color, type and model and we pay the bill! 

When an a�liate gets 1200BV on pay leg and 1200BV on 
strong leg coming from starter packs volume or residual 
volume, they qualify for an extra  $400 dollar per month 
car bonus.
If the a�liate doesn't have a car, you only get $200 dollars.
1) you must be active with 100pv.
2) You must place a Younity sticker on the side of the car, 
send pictures and record a video thanking Younity for the 
car bonus.
3) Car has to be up to 3 years old to qualify for the bonus.
4) Hold the volume each month to requalify for the bonus.

When an a�liate generates 25000BV on pay leg and 
50000BV in the power leg they will get $3000 a month.

1) You must be active with 100BV. 2) You must submit 
proof of your car lease or loan along with a picture of your 
vehicle. 3) You must maintain your rank each month to 
earn the bonus.

Building a successful Younity’s business is built around 
traveling the world, hosting events, and using your resour-
ces to help fund building your team. We have decided to 
help you cover some of those expenses by adding a 
lifestyle bonus. Use this money to fund your business, or 
keep it as your own personal income. 

When an a�liate generates 50000PV on payleg and 
100,000PV on the power leg, they will get an extra $2500 
every month.
Here are the requiments to qualify: 
1) You must be active with 100BV. 3) You must maintain 
your volume each month to earn the bonus.

When an a�liate generates 5000BV on pay leg and 
10000BV in the power leg they will get $1200 a month.

1) You must be active with 100BV. 3) You must submit 
proof of your car lease or loan along with a picture of your 
vehicle. 4) You must maintain your rank each month to 
earn the bonus.

CAR

LUXURY
Car Bonus

Bonus

EXOTIC
Car Bonus

LIFE STYLE
Bonus



RANK  REQUIREMENTS

BINARY

RESIDUAL

BONUS

ELIGIBILITY
RANKS PV

PAY LEG

 VOLUME

Fast Start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle,
residual, check match and car bonus

Fast start, retail, free RO, presenter, weekly cycle
and residual 

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle
and residual

Fast start and retail bonus

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly
cycle and residual

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle,
residual and check match  

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle,
residual, check match and Luxury car bonus 

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, 
residual, check match and exotic car bonus

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, residual, 
check match, exotic car bonus and lifestyle bonus

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, residual, 
check match, exotic car bonus and lifestyle bonus

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, 
residual, check match, exotic car bonus and lifestyle 
bonus

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, residual, 
check match, exotic car bonus and lifestyle bonus

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, residual, 
check match, exotic car bonus and lifestyle bonus 

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, residual, 
check match, exotic car bonus and lifestyle bonus

Fast start, retail, presenter, free RO, weekly cycle, residual, 
check match, exotic car bonus and lifestyle bonus

Qualified A�liate

Basic Builder

Premium Builder

Elite Builder

A�liate

Silver 5,000 

50

50

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

1000

500

2000

0

10,000

30,000

50,000

100,000

150,000

200,000

500,000

750,000

1,000,000

Gold

Pearl 

Rubi 

Emmerald

Diamond

Blue Diamond

Black Diamond

Ambassador 

Crown Ambassador

15%

0%

8%

10%

12%

15%

15%

15%

15%

16%

17%

17%

18%

18%

20%


